


Depictions of events surrounding the 2011 
London and UK riots using various graphic 
means. The articles are taken from several 
online sources.vv



The violence broke out at dusk after about 120 people marched on w police station to 
express anger over the death of Duggan.
A family friend of Duggan, who gave her name as Nikki, said that the dead man’s friends 

Offi  cers from the Territorial Support Group charged at rioters and attempted to block off  
side streets. Riot police, some with dogs, shepherded people away.
Police on horseback also attended the scene, along with reinforcements from the City of 

London police. A police helicopter hovered above.
Attempts by police to gain some control succeeded by 11.30pm, as they cleared an area of 
the street with the worst fi res, allowing two fi re engines onto the street.

and relatives had organised the protest to demand “justice for the family”.
Most of the crowd consisted of onlookers, who jeered at police vans as they arrived. There 
were chants of “we want answers” and “whose streets? Our streets”.



Union Point building ablaze ,one of 
the more historic and recognisable 
blocks in the area. Built in 1930 in 
the Art Deco style defied the Blitz, 
but sadly not the rioters.

 Outbreaks of disorder occur in 
many urban areas across the UK in 
a copy cat style disturbances.

Disturbances extend to other parts 
of London, including the West End. 
Attentions turn towards mass rioting 
and organised looting

Police struggle to contain outbreaks 
of violence, and seek to recruit 
reinforcevvments from outside the 
city.   Scotland Yard issue state-
ment: “In the next 24 hours there will 
be 13,000 police officers on duty in 
London.



Death of Mark Duggan
Source : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_of_Mark_Duggan

Mark Duggan, a 29-year-old black man, was shot on 4 August 2011 by police in Tot-
tenham, North East London, England. Police stated that they were attempting to 
arrest Duggan on suspicion of planning an attack, and that he was in possession of a 
handgun. Duggan was shot by police and died from a gunshot wound to the chest. 
An angry public protest over the circumstances of Duggan’s death led to a riot in 
Tottenham, which escalated into widespread riots, looting and arson in London and 
elsewhere.

Offi  cers of the Metropolitan Police Service stopped a minicab which was carrying 
Duggan as a passenger at about 18:15 BST on 4 August 2011. In the course of the 
ensuing incident, the police fi red twice, killing Duggan with a single gunshot to the 
chest. Paramedics from the London Ambulance Service and medical staff  from the 
Helicopter Emergency Medical Service attended, but Duggan was pronounced dead 
at the scene at 18:41 BST.

The IPCC stated that a loaded Bruni BBM blank-fi ring pistol converted to fi re live 
rounds was recovered from the scene. 

Tests on the pistol by the Forensic Science Service showed that it was an 
illegal fi rearm. The gun was wrapped in a sock, a practice allegedly used 
to avoid leaving evidence if it was used.

On 9 August they announced that there was no evidence that the gun 
had been fi red, althoungh this had not been ruled out and further tests 
were being conducted

Video and other evidence was obtained showing Duggan had obtained the 
fi rearm earlier in the day. On 15 June 2012, a man was formally charged with pass-
ing the gun to Duggan. Duggan’s fi ngerprints were found on a cardboard box which 
appeared to have contained the gun when he collected it. The sock and gun were 
taken out of the box before Duggan was shot. His DNA and fi ngerprints were not 
recovered from the sock which wrapped the gun, nor from the weapon itself.

The IPCC stated that a loaded Bruni BBM blank-fi ring pistol converted to fi re live 



How BlackBerry Messenger 
played a key role
Souce : http:  www.guardian.co.uk/media/2011/aug/08/london-riots-facebook-twitter-blackberry

Using BlackBerry handsets – the smartphone of choice for the majority (37%) of British 
teens, according to an Ofcom study – BBM allows users to send one-to-many messages to 
their network of contacts, who are connected by “BBM PINs”. For many teens armed with a 
BlackBerry, BBM has replaced text messaging because it is free, instant and more part of a 
much larger community than regular SMS.

And unlike Twitter or Facebook, many BBM messages are untraceable by the authorities 
(which is why, in large part, BBM is so favoured by Emirati teens to spread illicit gossip 
about offi  cialdom).

One BBM broadcast, which has been shown to the Guardian by multiple 
sources, calls on “everyone from all sides of London” to vandalise shops on 
Oxford street.

It said: “Everyone from all sides of London meet up at the heart of London 
(central) OXFORD CIRCUS!!, Bare SHOPS are gonna get smashed up so come 
get some (free stuff !!!) fuck the feds we will send them back with OUR riot! 
>:O Dead the ends and colour war for now so if you see a brother... SALUT! 
if you see a fed... SHOOT!”

Another sent shortly before the outbreak of violence in Enfi eld on Sunday 
afternoon reads: “Everyone in edmonton enfi eld wood green everywhere in 
north link up at enfi eld town station at 4 o clock sharp!”.

Jenny Jones, the former deputy mayor of London, blamed an under-resourced 
force for missing the tweets and the status updates. “It’s quite possible if they had 
more resources they could have picked up on this,” she said.



Riots re� ect a society run 
on greed and looting
Source : http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2011/aug/10/riots-reflect-society-run-greed-looting

If this eruption is an expression of pure criminality and has nothing to do with police 
harassment or youth unemployment or rampant inequality or deepening economic crisis, 
why is it happening now and not a decade ago? 

To accuse those who make those obvious links of being apologists or “making ex-
cuses” for attacks on fi refi ghters or robbing small shopkeepers is equally fatuous. To 
refuse to recognise the causes of the unrest is to make it more likely to recur

This time, the multi-ethnic unrest has spread far further and faster. It’s been less 
politicised and there’s been far more looting, to the point where in many areas grab-
bing “free stuff ” has been the main action. But there’s no mystery as to where the 
upheaval came from. 

It was triggered by the police killing a young black man in a country where black 
people are 26 times more likely to be stopped and searched by police than their 
white counterparts.

Now the unrest has gone nationwide. But it’s not as if rioting was unexpected 
when the government embarked on its reckless programme to shrink the 
state.

Politicians and media talking heads counter that none of that has anything 
to do with sociopathic teenagers smashing shop windows to walk off  with 
plasma TVs and trainers. But where exactly did the rioters get the idea that 
there is no higher value than acquiring individual wealth, or that branded 
goods are the route to identity and self-respect?

While bankers have publicly looted the country’s wealth and got away with 
it, it’s not hard to see why those who are locked out of the gravy train might 
think they were entitled to help themselves to a mobile phone. 
Some of the rioters make the connection explicitly. “The politi-
cians say that we loot and rob, they are the original 
gangsters,” one told a reporter. Another explained to 
the BBC: “We’re showing the rich people we can do 
what we want.”


